Abstract. The contribution exposes and illustrates a general, flexible formalism, together with an associated iterative procedure, aimed at determining soft memberships of marked nodes in a weighted network. Gathering together spatial entities which are both spatially close and similar regarding their features is an issue relevant in image segmentation, spatial clustering, and data analysis in general. Unoriented weighted networks are specified by an "exchange matrix", determining the probability to select a pair of neighbors. We present a family of membershipdependent free energies, whose local minimization specifies soft clusterings. The free energy additively combines a mutual information, as well as various energy terms, concave or convex in the memberships: withingroup inertia, generalized cuts (extending weighted Ncut and modularity), and membership discontinuities (generalizing Dirichlet forms). The framework is closely related to discrete Markov models, random walks, label propagation and spatial autocorrelation (Moran's I), and can express the Mumford-Shah approach. Four small datasets illustrate the theory.
Introduction
Ceré, R. and Bavaud, F. Soft image segmentation: on the clustering of irregular, weighted, multivariate marked networks. In: Ragia, L., Laurini, R. and Rocha, J.G. (Eds.) Geographical Information Systems Theory, Applications and Management (revised Selected Papers of GISTAM 2017), CCIS, volume 936, pp. 85-109. Springer (2019) doi: 10.1007/978-3-030-06010- 7 6 Regional data analysis, as performed on geographic information systems, deals with a notion of "where" (the spatial disposition of regions), a notion of "what" (the regional features), and a notion of "how much" (the relative importance of regions, as given by their surface or the population size). The data define a marked, weighted network, generally irregular (think e.g. of administrative units): weighted vertices represent the regions, weighted edges measure the proximity between regions, on which uni-or multivariate features (the marks) are defined.
Much the same can be said of an image made of pixels, that is a collection of elements embedded in a bidimensional layout. The regularity of the setup The present contribution is an extended version of a paper (Raphaël Ceré [34] ) first published in the GISTAM 2017 proceedings. Supplementary material includes the definition and study of generalized cut functionals 1 , membership uncertainties, Metropolis-Hastings exchange matrices, and new illustrations. It also presents a presumably original soft Mumford-Shah-like approach (section 5.3), proposing an adaptation of the original Mumford-Shah image segmentation framework to the "ZED formalism" under investigation (section 2.1).
Definitions and formalism
The formalism we consider extends the spatial autocorrrelation formalism used in Quantitative Geography and Spatial Econometrics to the case of weighted, irregular regions, as well as to multivariate features. It turns out to be extensive enough to provide a flexible framework for unsupervised or semi-supervised generalized image segmentation, where the "generalized images" under consideration can be made of irregular pixels, irregularly inter-connected, and endowed with multivariate numerical features.
The ZED framework
In short, the spatial structure of the network (the "where") is specified by a square affinity or exchange matrix E, interpretable as a joint probability of selecting pairs of pixels; the multi-labelled pixel marks (the "what") are specified by a square dissimilarity matrix D. A soft network clustering is specified by a rectangular membership matrix Z, assigning the pixels into groups.
Unsupervised clustering consists in determining a reasonably good Z, taking into account both E (strongly connected pixels should belong to the same group) and D (strongly dissimilar pixels should belong to distinct groups).
In the general, irregular setup, the relative weights f i > 0 of the n elementary vertices, regions or pixels are unequal, but fixed. Their feature dissimilarities D ij are also given, while the specification of E, reflecting the symmetrical network affinity between vertices, enjoys some flexibility (section 7.1), yet reflecting in any case the neighborhood structure of the network, and normalized to e i• = f i (see below). By contrast, the memberships Z are entirely free, and define a soft clustering of the marked network -whose good enough instances constitute the quest of the present paper.
Space as a weighted network: the exchange matrix E Specifically, consider n regions (generalized pixels) with relative weights f i > 0, normalized to f • = n i=1 f i = 1, together with an n × n symmetric non-negative 4 exchange matrix E = (e ij ), and weight-compatible in the sense e i• = n j=1 e ij = f i . Here and in the sequel, "•" denotes the sum over all values of the replaced index.
The exchange matrix E interprets as a joint probability p(i, j) = e ij to select the pair of regions i and j (edges), and defines a weighted unoriented network. Its margins interpret as the probability p(i) = f i to select region i (vertices).
Weight-compatible exchange matrices E define a continuous neighborhood relation between regions. They can be constructed from f and the adjacency matrix A, or from another spatial proximity of distance matrix (see the appendix). The row-standardized matrix of spatial weights W = (w ij ) of spatial autoregressive models obtains as w ij = e ij /f i and constitutes the transition matrix of a reversible Markov chain with stationary distribution f .
Multivariate features: the dissimilarity matrix D
Regional features or marks can consist of univariate grey levels, multivariate color or spectral intensities, or (in a geographical context) any regional variable such as the proportions of specific land uses, population density, proportion of retired people, etc. Multivariate characteristics x i are suitably combined into n × n squared Euclidean dissimilarities
Soft clustering: the membership matrix Z A soft regional clustering or image segmentation into m groups is described by a non-negative n × m membership matrix Z = (z ig ) with z ig = p(g|i) ≥ 0 denotes the probability that region (pixel) i belongs to group g, and obeys
The relative weights of the corresponding groups obtain as ρ g = i f i z ig = p(g) ≥ 0, with g ρ g = 1. The regional distribution of group g is f
Spatial autocorrelation: Moran's I
Obtaining a clustering Z both satisfactory regarding the network E and the features D supposes a kind of compatibility between E and D, and this precisely constitutes the issue of spatial autocorrelation, as measured by the weighted, multivariate generalization (2) of Moran's I.
Average multivariate dissimilarities between regions are expressed by inertias, generalizing the univariate variances. The inertia between randomly selected regions, and the local inertia between neighbors, are respectively defined as
Comparing the global versus local inertias provides a multivariate generalization of Moran's I, namely,
5 whose values range in [−1, 1] . A large positive I is expected for an image made of large patchs characterized with constant features, or at least varying smoothly on average (spatial continuity = positive autocorrelation). A large negative I characterizes an image whose pixel features are contrasted, opposite to their neighbors -such as a chess board with "rook" adjacency. Yet, the value of I in itself is little informative (large values of I are expected whenever diagonal terms E are important), in contrast to its standardized value z, which can furthermore be directly tested by the normal procedure, or by the weight-corrected permutation procedure (section 7.2).
Image segmentation by generalized discontinuity minimization
The region-group dependency can be measured by the mutual information
A good clustering should consist of homogeneous groups made of regions not too dissimilar regarding their features, that is insuring a low value of the within-group inertia (e.g. Bavaud [4] )
A good clustering should also avoid to separate a pair of spatially strongly connected pixels, that is to insure a low value of the generalized discontinuity
The term ε[z g ] is called Dirichlet form in potential theory, and attains its minimum value zero iff all pixels lying in a connected component of the network possess the same membership in g.
We consider a regularized clustering problem, aiming at determining, among the set Z of all memberships matrices, a n×m, non-negative and row-normalized matrix Z minimizing the free energy functional
where α, β ≥ 0. The terms ∆ W , respectively G κ , behaves as a features dissimilarity energy, respectively a spatial energy, favoring hard partitions obeying z ig = 0 or z ig = 1. By contrast, the regularizing entropy term K favors the emergence of soft clusterings. Setting α = 0 yields the soft K-means algorithm based on spherical Gaussian mixtures, where the inverse temperature β fixes the dissimilarity bandwidth. Canceling the first-order derivative of the free energy with 6 respect to z ig under the constraints z i• = 1 yields the minimization condition
where
Here
Euclidean dissimilarity from i to the centroid of group g, and (Lz
g at pixel i, comparing its value to the average value of its neighbors, and adjusting the former to the latter. For κ > 0, this adjustment mechanism is downscaled for large groups (factor ρ −κ g ); in addition, spatially discontinuous small groups are encouraged to grow by the last term in (8), independent of i.
Image segmentation by generalized cut minimization
Another functional whose minimization favors spatially connected clusters is the generalized cut
e ij z ig z jg and κ ∈ [0, 1] .
(9) The choice κ = 1 amounts to the N-cut objective (Shi and Malik [36] ), while the choice κ = 0 is equivalent to the modularity criterium (Newman [30] ). Again, minimizing the corresponding free energy
yields the necessary first-order condition (7), where
For κ = 0 (modularity clustering), the term ρ g − (W z g ) i compares the average membership of the neighbors of i to the overall average membership (rather than to the membership of i itself, as in (8) . The term (W z g ) i precisely implements the label propagation mechanism acting in some network clustering algorithms (e.g. Zhu and Ghahramani [41] , Raghavan et al. [33] ).
For κ > 0, this adjustment mechanism is downscaled for large groups (factor ρ −κ g ); in addition, loosely intra-connected small groups are encouraged to grow by the last term in (11), independent of i, which prevents the creation of clusters made out of a single pixel -a known defect of the unnormalized cut criterium (e.g. von Luxburg [28] ). 7 3 Iterative procedure: unsupervised and semi-supervised Equation (7) can be solved iteratively from some initial membership Z 0 ∈ Z, updating at each step ρ g and the exponent H ig in versions (8) A semi-supervised implementation of the procedure, imposing the membership of a few pixels (and possibly breaking down the monotonic decrease of F[Z]: see figures 3 to 8) goes as follow: first, the set Ω of the n regions is partitioned into two disjoint, non-empty sets, namely the user-defined tagged regions T , and the free regions F , with Ω = T ∪ F and T ∩ F = ∅. The tagged set T itself consists of m non-empty disjoint subregions T = ∪ m τ =1 T τ initially tagged with m distinct strokes applied on a small number of pixels: they form the seeds of the g = 1, . . . , m figures to be extracted, while the remaining regions will be assigned to the background numbered g = 0.
Memberships Z = (z ig ) consist of n × (m + 1) non-negative matrices obeying The iterative image segmentation algorithm summarized below (Table 1 ) requires 1) a vector of n weights f i > 0 associated to each pixel or region 2) a vector of n grey levels or multivariate characteristics x i 3) a n × n binary, symmetric, off-diagonal adjacency matrix A Table 1 . Variants of the semi-supervised and the unsupervised iterative segmentation algorithm.
Illustrations

Swiss federal votes
The irregular network consists on the n = 309 communes of canton of Vaud, endowed with their diffusive exchange matrix (20) with t = 1, where A is the "queen" adjacency matrix and the non-uniform weights f are the proportion of inhabitants. Features consist, for each commune i, of the proportion of "yes" for three Swiss federal initiatives submitted to the citizens on February the 12th 2017, namely (figure 1) x i for the Corporate Tax Reform Act III (refused by 40.9% of voting citizens), y i for the Federal Decree on the Simplified Naturalisation of Third-Generation Immigrants (accepted at 60.4%) and z i for the Federal Decree on Establishing a Fund for National Roads and Urban Traffic (accepted at 61.9%). Dissimilarities are simply defined as
Figures 3 to 8 depict the semi-supervised hard assignment obtained from the initial strokes T 1 = {20} (Bière; group 1), and T 2 = {3} (Chessel; group 2), after 100 iterations, together with the change of the free energy F[Z] during the iteration. Generalized cuts and discontinuity variants are both tested for various values of the parameters κ, β, γ and α. In particular, the conditional entropy H(G|O), measuring the softness of the partition (section 5.2), decreases in β, decreases in γ, but increases in α, as expected. Moran's I after a plain permutation of the political features (x, y, z) between communes, and Moran'sÎ after applying the weight-corrected permutation (22) . Note the latter to almost coincide with the expected value E0(I) under the null hypothesis, as it must. Figure 9 refers to a regular trivariate image (levels of red green blue) of size n = 100 × 115 with uniform weight vector f i = 1/n. Again, the binary adjacency matrix A has been built under the "queen" scheme (8 neighbors for inside pixels), on which the Metropolis-Hastings exchange matrix (21) 
The Portrait
The Geometer
Lausanne
One considers the rectangular network made of n = 50 × 60 hectometers (census blocks) in the region of Lausanne, Switzerland, with regular queen binary adjacency matrix A. 
Further formal considerations
Convexity, concavity, and local minima
The set Z of all memberships is convex, and the within-group inertia
is concave in Z (e.g. Bavaud [4] ). As a result, the minimum arg min Z∈Z ∆ W [Z] is attained on the extreme points of Z, that is on hard memberships, whose determination is notoriously difficult. By contrast, the mutual information K[Z] is convex, and attains its minimum zero on "independent" soft memberships of the form z ig = ρ g . Mixing the two functionals as in the Gaussian mixture model
generates, for β large enough, a functional possessing many local minima, attained after convergence of the iterative procedure of table 1 (in the unsupervised case, and in absence of spatial terms).
The generalized discontinuity functional G κ [Z] (5) can be shown to be convex in Z, for any κ ∈ [0, 1] (proofs are postponed in a forthcoming, more technical note). For a connected network (i.e. whose E exchange matrix is irreducible) the minimizers are again the independent soft memberships z ig = ρ g .
By contrast, the cut functional C κ [Z] (9) can be shown to be concave for any κ ∈ [0, 1], at least for the positive semi-definite (p.s.d.) exchange matrices E, that is whose eigenvalues are non-negative; such networks are referred to as diffusive.
Diffusive exchange matrices (20) define a diffusive network, precisely, by contrast to Metropolis-Hastings exchange matrices (21) which are not p.s.d. in general. Diffusive networks necessarily possess diagonal components (loops), unlike normalized adjacency matrices, or bipartite graphs. Also, exchange matrices of the "radial basis" form e ij = a i a j exp(−λd For a diffusive network, the membership minimizing C κ [Z] constitutes a hard partition, difficult to compute, for which various heuristics (such as spectral clustering or label propagation) have been devised. The present regularized approach constitutes another, in line with model-based clustering or simulated annealing (e.g. Rose et al. [35] ).
Clustering softness
The regularizing effect of convex functionals, namely the mutual information K[Z] and the generalized discontinuity G κ [Z], are responsible for the softness of the optimal membership Z. Denoting by G, resp. O, the variables "group", resp. "pixel", the pointwise conditional entropy H(G|i) = − g z ig ln z ig measures the membership uncertainty of pixel i. The quantity H(G|i) is large for pixels located at the group frontiers, and thus provides a possibly original boundary detection mechanism (figure 13). Its average
constitues a measure of overall softness of the clustering, related to the mutual information as
In soft K-means, increasing β increases the influence of the (concave) energy ∆ W relatively to the (convex) entropy, and hence decreases the softness H(G|O) of the clustering. By the same reasoning, and in view of the remarks of section 5.1, one expects the softness H(G|O) to decrease in γ (cut minimization), but to increase in α (discontinuity minimization), as observed in figures 3 to 8. 
A soft Mumford-Shah-like approach
The influential Mumford-Shah approach (Mumford and Shah [29] ) aims at governing the image segmentation or "morphogenesis" (e.g. Petitot [32] ) of an image whose support Ω ⊂ R 2 and "image intensity" x(s) at s ∈ Ω are given.
The approach consists in dividing Ω into m disconnected classes Ω g separated by an inter-classes boundary B ⊂ Ω (that is Ω \ B = ∪ m g=1 Ω g ) of size B = |B|, as well as by approximating x(s) within each class by a smooth function u(s). The Mumford-Shah functional, to be minimized over u and B, expresses in its original continuous setup as
and its rigorous mathematical treatment is fairly demanding (see e.g. Vitti [38] ).
In the so-called cartoon limit δ → ∞, minimization of (14) requires u(s) to be a constant u g within each hard class Ω g , with solution u g =x g = Ωg x(s) ds/|Ω g |: color levels are constant within each cell, which are separated by lines of same thickness, and smooth enough to ensure a low value of B. This definition appears to closely characterize the style of drawing used in FrancoBelgian comics known as ligne claire ( figure 14) , epitomized by the series "The Adventures of Tintin" by Hergé (Gaumer and Moliterni [19] ).
In absence of clustering, that is with a single group (m = 1, B = ∅ and B = 0), the discrete approximation of (14) reads
with unique minimizer u = µ[(1 + µ)I − W ] −1 x, where µ = ν/δ > 0.
Soft partitions Z can be introduced by requiring the signal approximation to be of the form u i = g z ig y g , that is u = Zy for some freely adjustable vector y with m components. They define a soft, discrete Mumford-Shah functional of the form
and Π = diag(f ) is the diagonal matrix containing the pixel weights. Minimizing (16) over y is an exercise in matrix calculus, and yields the solution
Plugging y 0 into (16) yields
where D = (D ij ) denotes the matrix of squared Euclidean dissimilarities between pixel intensities D ij = (x i − x j ) 2 , and identity Γ 1 = ρ has been used in the last expression.
In summary, the original continuous Mumford-Shah functional (14) appears to be expressible into the present discrete, weighted setting, involving soft partitions Z of marked networks. Optimal clusterings minimize the functional
where V[Z], given by (18) , both depends on the network structure E (through T in (17)) and on the node dissimilarities D, but in a non-additive way, in contrast to proposals (6) and (10) In summary, the "ZED formalism" sketched in section 2.1 can express the Mumford-Shah approach within the present framework, whose locally optimal clusters are however bound to differ from the relaxed generalized discontinuity and generalized cut approaches of sections (2.3) and (2.4).
Discussion
The formalism presented here expresses and illustrates a few alternatives defining clustering in two close but little interacting domains, namely image segmentation and regional partitioning. Locally optimal soft clusters Z are both adapted to a given irregular unoriented network E on one hand, and to a given set of node dissimilarities D, reflecting the multivariate node features X (marks), on the other hand.
Its basic ingredients have been developed for decades in large, robust scientific communities. In view of the sheer size of the image segmentation domain (including reviews and surveys thereof; see in particular Couprie et al. [13] and Fouss et al. [17] ), specific claims of originality seem foolish.
Yet, beside the choice of functionals and parameters, let us underline the flexibility of the approach: the determination of a weight-compatible exchange matrix E reflecting the spatial proximity is a vast issue in itself, covering in large part the theory of discrete reversible Markov chains. Considering probabilities on paths (Bavaud and Guex [8] ); Françoisse et al. [18] ) instead of probabilities on nodes or pairs of nodes, permits to extend the formalism to random walks based modularities (Devooght et al. [15] ) or multi-target based clustering (e.g. Sinop and Grady [37] ; Guex [24] ). This line of research pursues the "electric interpretation" of reversible Markov chains (Doyle and Snell [16] ), involving Dirichlet differential equations and computation of the electric potentials, already standard in image segmentation (Grady [20] ). The possibility, in probabilistic formulations of random walks, to set independently the edge capacities and the edge 20 resistances (Bavaud and Guex [8] ; Guex [24] ; Fouss et al. [17] ), seems especially relevant for the clustering of marked networks: it is tempting to identify the capacity contribution as a spatial term enabling transitions between neighbors, and the resistance contribution as a barrier preventing transitions between too dissimilar pixels.
The choice of the dissimilarity D is fairly versatile too: the class of squared Euclidean dissimilarities is broader than often presumed, encompassing L p dissimilarities for 1 ≤ p ≤ 2 (in particular the city-block metric), and all positive semi-definite kernel approaches in machine learning, such as radial basis affinities (e.g. Critchley and Fichet [14] ; Bavaud [6] ). D can also express categorical or distributional marks, through chi-square or Hellinger dissimilarities. Covariances between node features (a main theme in Spatial Econometrics; see e.g. Bivand et al. [11] ; LeSage [27] ; Arbia [3] ; Anselin [2] ; Griffith [23] ) can be taken into account by the use of Mahalanobis dissimilarities. Also, recall that any squared Euclidean dissimilarity D generates, through exact multidimensional scaling, a set of multivariate coordinates X, unique up to a rotation.
Besides its regularizing virtues, the presence of the entropy term in the free energies (6) or (10) can be be formally justified in the maximum a priori approach of Bayesian statistics (Besag [10] or Greig et al. [22] ), the maximum entropy approach of Information Theory, or in statistical mechanical models of magnetic materials, where the connection with the Ising or Potts model (in particular regarding the two first "energy" terms of equation (14)) has been often noticed.
Other compatible developments, well-known in spatial analysis or machine learning, such as those involving Moran scatterplots and local indicators of spatial autocorrelation (Anselin [1] ), as well as spectral approaches for Ncut or modularity clustering (Shi and Malik [36] ; White and Smyth [39] ; Ng et al. [31] ; von Luxburg [28] ) have been left aside. Recall that spectral approaches aim at attacking network clustering by means of a matrix eigen-decomposition problem, sacrificing the non-negative nature of Z, but producing instead "network factor scores"X on which standard clustering algorithms, such as the K-means, can be performed. The latter can be further mixed with node features to form a generalized set of "where-and-what" features (X, X), on which standard clustering methods can be applied, again; see e.g. Lebichot and Saerens [26] and references therein for a recent presentation. In contrast to our approach, which directly confronts Z to the network E (and its marks X or their dissimilarities D), the latter strategy is closely related to the search for embedding coordinatesX for a network, and the definition of associated squared Euclidean spatial dissimilaritiesD (e.g. Yen et al. [40] ; Bavaud [5] ; Kivimäki et al. [25] ), for which the question of the positive definite nature of E (section 5.1) plays a prominent role, again.
